S4 M Tech (ES) students publish research papers in UGC-CARE listed journal

Five students of the S4 M Tech (Embedded Systems) batch published their research papers related to their Master’s Research Project works in the UGC approved journal “Studies in Indian Place Names (SIPN)”. (“Studies in Indian Place Names” (SIPN) with ISSN 2394-3114 is a peer-reviewed open access UGC-CARE listed journal published bimonthly).

The details of the papers

1. “A Novel High-Speed IoT Based Crypto Lock Using AES-128 and SHA-512”, authored by Anju A James (S4 MTech ES) jointly with Sarika K T (AP, ECE). The paper can be accessed HERE.
2. “Lithium-Ion Battery Management Systems” authored by Anju K Ajayan (S4 M tech (ES)) jointly with Jemy Jose Kakkassery (AP, ECE). The paper can be accessed HERE.
3. “Autonomous Passive Electronic Components Sorter” authored by Raveena Ravindran (S4 M Tech (ES)) jointly with Ramesh C R (AP, ECE). The paper can be accessed HERE.

4. “Intelligent Prescription Delivery Mobile Robot” authored by Shreya P U (S4 M Tech (ES)) jointly with Ramesh C R (APP, ECE Dept). The paper can be accessed HERE.

5. “IoT Based Cryptolock with Face Recognition Using AES-256 Bit Algorithm” authored by Surya Sasidharan (S4 M Tech (ES)) jointly with Ahitha P R (AP, ECE Dept). The paper can be accessed HERE.